Escape to a countryside filled with the sweet roses and scents of late summer.
Feel the sun warm your skin as you lift your eyes to see the final dappled colors
of the season. The light filters down through branches just starting to show off
their leaves of splendor. And this, my friend, is where you will find Apricot &
Ash, tucked at the end of summer with all of the warmth and beauty of a new
season’s beginning.
Filled with roses, and buds, you’ll find the golden colors of late summer as you
wander down the ash colored paths meandering through the garden. Sweet
gingham and ticking stripes perfectly compliment the flower-tossed fabrics.
Create a rose garden to enjoy year-round with Apricot & Ash.
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CQ 168 Friendly Neighbor
82" x 82" FQ Friendly

WEB PATTERN Easy Peasy - 60" x 70"

29100

CQ 169 Marketplace
70" x 87" FQ Friendly
CQ 170 Patched - 75" x 93" LC & PP Friendly
CQ 167 Woodland Frolic - 61" x 61"
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•100% Premium Cotton

JR's, LC's, MC's & PP's include two each of 29102, 29103 and 29105. Precuts do not include the panel.

PANELS
The Apricot & Ash panel is my tribute
to summers past when the evenings
began to cool and thoughts turn once
again to hand work by the fire creating
spectacular Baltimore Album and Rose
of Sharon sampler quilts. The panel
can be used on its own to create a
whole cloth quilt or used in pieced
blocks and other projects.
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Running Yardage reduced to show full 58" x 36" repeat.
Each motif is 7.75", blocks can be cut to approx. 9".
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